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Soviet Russia, from the S. P. of C. Viewpoint
long enduring and unremitting discipline of habits 
of life enforced by the material conditions of social 
life. In particular, among these forces of habitu
ation, the facts of industrial use and wont must 
be regarded as fundamental, conditioning the growth 
and scope of culture and giving character to the 
scheme of institutional facts which may obtain. 
These latter facts in turn, react back upon the state 
of the industrial arts and, as in feudal and predatory ■ 
states, where the social relationship between the 
graded classes are those of status or mastery and 
servitude, thé high institutional character of the 
society stamps its marks deeply in the culture of 
the time—religion, philosophy and such science as 
may be, betraying its influence.

So soon as new material conditions of life ap
pear, including a change in the state of the indus
trial arts sufficiently profound, enduring and com
prehensive in character as to enforce new habits of 
life, then there is a corresponding growth of new 
habits of thought ; a slow upward infiltration of new 
principles and standards into the general body of 
social concepts takes place. The old concepts may 
continue in force as traditional concepts gradually 
losing force, or they Tfiaÿ perhaps disappear by dis-

Editor's Note:—The length ot the manifesto precludes bases of opinion. What is especially unfortunate,
The other the class-conscious revolutionary section of thatthe possibility of its printing all in one issue, 

half will appear in next issue and will Include, following 
from the sub-divisions of the subject herein presented, the

Russia has tended to degenerate into romantic sen- 
The reader is asked timentalism. And this, largely because revolution-

even
movement is but little less at fault in that respect, 
and with less excuse. Much of its thought on Soviet

cess
Foreign Relations; Soviet Mistakes, 
to keep the present issue by him until the appearance of ary en(js have been kept in view, to the exclusion of 
the next, and to study the Manifesto in its appearance studied and rational regard to the means, al- 

conditioned by circumstances of time and
as any

a whole. ways
S a perspective or point of view on social life place. Sentiment is not here decried, for it is ree- 
drawn from the Socialist philosophy, it is ognized as having a survival value in the struggle 
realised that what is outlined below falls far jor existence ; but its value is as a stimulating, sus- 

short of what might be, both in conception and ex- taining influence, not as a substitute for intellig- 
ecution. Taking courage, however, of the knowl- enCe strengthened by knowledge, without which it 
edge that individuals and parties are never so great js blind, impotent for good, and often a sign of 
as the causes they fight for, the contents of his mani- weakness and a -source of danger, 
fcsto are published in the hope that they may as
sist in a general readjustment of views toward 
animity of working class opinion 
as well as on the general social problem.

A
There should be, then, an effort of detachment 

from all influences that would prevent an objective 
on Soviet Russia, consideration of Russian affairs. As the basis of the 

manifesto’s argument, it is taken as a general truth 
For the purpose stated above, a detailed survey that the differences of opinion on the Russian ques- 

and analysis of Russian affairs might be most effee- tion
tive but is for the present beyond our compass. In the standpoint of the Party perspective, or line of 
any case, such a treatment would lose some of its thought, by which it throws historical forces, human 
interest and value as the future brought on its nature and human conduct into perspective in the 
changes. The Party perspective here submitted, SOcial flux, and which is submitted as a truly rational placement, those sections of the population upon 
however, is offered as a permanent standpoint of perspective, what must be regarded as erroneous whom the new material conditions bear with great- 
valuation, which the reader may acquire and fur- 0pini0ns are to be attributed to faults of perspective, er force being the first to give evidence of the new 
ther improve by a study of the Socialist philosophy. The exposition will open up by outlining the habits of thought in a changed and unorthodox 
apd from which he may in the shifting course of nature and origin of social perspectives in general, point of view. Thus, the character of the idea 
future events be enabled to evaluate them and form and 0f the Party perspective in particular. As a appears as a matter of material causation or, as the 
his judgements. whole, the exposition will also serve to illustrate response of an organism to the stimuli of its en-

Naught in what follows is set down in a censori- why the Party recognizes and supports the Soviet vironinent. As it has been said: “The history of
man shows that, collectively, he has learned by 
habituation rather than by precept or meditatior.’’ 
Or again: “While man may, to a great extent be 
the creator of ihe world_he lives in; he will always 
be its mirror.”

un

due to differences of perspective. Fromare

f!

spirit. When it is taken for granted that there regime as a revolutionary administration, 
prevails a habit of reasoning from wrong principles, 
or it is implied that opinions may be derived from 
other than rational considerations, it is so done in 
the belief that a frank recognition of the sources of 

is essential before a readjustment of views is

ous
Nature and origin of mental perspectives

J,t is often said, as clinching an argument, that 
“facts are facts.” Yet the saying seems inadequate 
in that it conveys the impression of ignoring the 
quality inherent in facts, and of stressing mere 
quantity. Opinions differ on social questions, in the 
main because varying points of view lead to vary-

To know the truth about Russia is more than or- jng estimates as to the relative importance, or qual- weakened or have displaced traditional habits of 
dinarily necessary because that country has, to use jty> 0f the facts considered. Where emotional in- thought with new ones, the modern proletarian wage 
a figure of speech, conducted a reconnaissance into terest, or material interest, or both combined are workers are creatures of the modern method of pro- 
the Socialistic future. The taking thought of and strongly engaged too, facts maybe are very often duction. As a cultural factor dominant in their 
discussion of the experiences of that venture and under or over-estimated, distorted out of semblance daily life, diiectly, the modern productive process 
its successes and failures, credited to whatever fac- 0j- reality, or altogether ignored. has two aspects. In one aspect, that is, technically,
tors or combinations of factors they may be—influ- But even when such irrational interests are the the character of the process is a mechanical process, 
ences domestic or foreign, or to facts of adminis- motives, equally as when the reasoning process is For that reason it is known as the machine process
tration_should be of great value t.o the working fvee from such ulterior influences, there are always of production, even so when in some branches of in-
class movement everywhere and to society at large, preconceptions held in common to which resort is dustry mechanical appliances may not be used. It 

Yet the truth, prosaic and matter-of-fact, has pa(] as a basis of rationalization for conduct or op- is a question of the “character” of the process. In 
been hard to come by, not because its materials were inion. These preconceptions are social standards its other aspect, the productive process is large- 
hidden, but because Russian affairs have not been an(j principles of knowledge and belief, and of law scale, the work being carried on co-operatively ; it

to what is fact and credible and what is “social” production, world-wide in its scope and

"Tie Machine Proletariat. 
Cultural Basis if its Viewpoint.

error
possible and unanimity of opinion reached.

Truth about Russia necessary Intellectually, in so far as new habits of life have

viewed clear-eyed, objectively. In the main they and morals, as 
have been seen through a perspetive of subjective equitable and good. By a people of any social epoch, inter-connections.

I passions and prejudices, for the most part uncon- such principles and standards of judgement are This “social nature of modern production, in
l sciously motivated by material interests, and blind regarded as matters of common-sense, eternally right its cultural effect on those engaged in the process,

unreasoning partisanship aroused by the révolu- Hnd good and true ; they are, in fact, the common- begets a habit of thinking on social affairs in social 
tion’s challenge to deep-rooted social habits. It is sense ideas of the epoch and make up what is known terms rather than in individualistic terms. In the
probable that no other event in history has ever as jts point-of-view. So we can speak of the point other aspect of its processes, being mechanistic in
evoked such a mess of “faked” reasoning, eman- 0f v;ew 0f antiquity as differing from that of med- character, the work of attending to or taking
ating from all sides in the clash of dispute it brought ieval times, as does that of the latter from that of thought of the processes inculcates a habit of rea-

modern times. In such wise, that witchcraft, sor- soning in the mechanistic or materialistic terms of
material cause and effect. “The machine throws

on.
The deplorable lack of unity on the Russian eery, miracles, the casting of horoscopes, etc., once 

question in the working class movement itself, is believed in, are now no longer held credible in the 
due to lack of a common perspective rather than to modem point of view, 
misinformation; subjective biases rather than ob
jective considerations, have, in general, been the sciously acquired, which become orthodox under the

out anthropomorphic habits of thought” as being 
useless for the work to be done.

The chance interventions of daemonic powers 
(Continued on page 3)

Points of view are habits of thought uncon-
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found means to live there. But the change was very 
great from the mainland to the islands, so the living 
things that survived had to adapt themselves to the 
new conditions, just as the iguarias did. Thus it 
has come to pass that nearly all the island life— 
birds and tortoises, turtles and insects, snails and 
trees—are different from those on the mainland. But 
not much different. They are all South American, 
with a difference. They have varied a little, owing 
to the changed -conditions of life on the islands ; but 
they are the same sort as they have in America, 
only different. You see what I mean, do you not?

There are differences, also, between the forms of

The Origin of the World
By R. McMillan.

strange living things thereon. It was only when I 
read Darwin’s books, years and years after, that 
the veil fell from my eyes, and I. saw the miracle of 
the lonely oceanic islands.

CURIOUS FACTS.

CHAPTER XX
There were iguanas on the shores of all the 

HE things you read out of a book are not islands; but they were not Itihe bri'ght-cdloured, 
half so interesting as the things you see for swift.moving things that lived on the banks of the
yourself, and all book-reading is intended to Tumbes River. They were big, black, horrid-look- life on the various islands, because the water separ

ating the islands is of oceanic depth. It forms a 
barrier between island and island, except to the 
fishes, which appeared to me to be the same all round 

I had chased the the islands. The abysmal depths of the ocean, and 
the fierce tides which sweep between the islands, 
have made the forms of life on them vary in each 
place. ' Taking them full and large, the Galapagos 
Islands are the best examples I know of the law of 
development and variation. But you will see the 
same kind of thing wherever you go, and as clearly 
in Australia as in the Galapagos Islands.

We had no rabbits here (#) till somebody brought 
them from England. Why were there no rabbits 

the iguanas, and wondering about things in general. The tough, leathery eggs of the iguanas stood the here? Because they did not develop in this con- 
I knew nothing at all about natural history, so of trip, and were cast on to these rough, volcanic shores, tinent. But as soon as ever they were let loose here 
course I learned very little ; but all the same I ac- Then the little iguanas found nothing to eat, and

were very hungry. The only green thing 
was the green laver, a sort of sea-lettuce, in

T
sharpen your powers of observation. If you do not ing things that made you shudder to look at, and 
think and observe for yourself, you will be very they were very sluggish—on the land. They were 
little better for all the books you read. In fact, I absolutely helpless, and seemed to have no idea of
have known people to read themselves stupid. I. either fighting or running away.
„ , t t “goanas” in Peru ; but they were too swift for me,feel I would like to tell you some of the things 1 6 , -, ,, . and now I-could lay hold of these horrid ones, by
have seen myself, and, while they may not be as ^ ^ and they wouW scar'ely struggle. If you

stood on the edge of a cliff and threw one into the 
sea, it appeared to wake up, and would swim as 

as lightning to the shore, and come right back

clever as the things I-have read in books, I am sure 
they will interest you quite as much.

When I was about eighteen or nineteen years of 
age I was living in a little town in Peru, named to youl. feet and let you throw it in again. Why? 
Tumbes, and I used to spend a good deal of time on Mr. Darwin told me ! These iguanas came from 

- the banks of the river watching the alligators and the mainland, ages ago, on the roots of floating trees.

i they developed into a pest that threatened, at one 
time, to ruin the pastoral and farming industries. 
We have spent millions of money in fighting them, 
and I am not sure that we have got them down now. 
If you think out the rabbit problem and the briar 
question, and the prickly pear and the Bathurst 
burr, and a lot of these things, you will see that my, 
story of the origin of the world is necessarily true.

Next Lesson: EARLY MEN.
(*) The book was written in Australia.—(Ed.)

quired quite a lot of knowledge, unconsciously. I they 
saw that the lizards liked the banks of the river, but about 
they never went into the water ; and I remembered the salt water ; so the poor little beggars had to eat 
the snakes in Manila, in the Philippine Islands, that. And they lived—at least, some of them did— 
which had taken to the water. We used to catch the an(j their children learned to like the green laver 
snakes in Manila when we were fishing, and very (if they did not, they died) ; and so through the 
disagreeable things they were till you got accustom- ages the family learned to go deeper and deeper for

the laver ; and they learned to swim very fast, for 
These gorgeously-coloured “guanas” on the the sharks came and caught them, and ate them up 

Tumbes River liked to live near the water, but they if they were not pretty quick at getting ashore.
All the slow iguanas were eaten up by the 

lower forms of ilfe, like frogs, snakes, and iguanas, sharks, especially the coloured ones ; so colours went 
could take to the water very easily, and become ouf 0f fashion, and the only iguanas that survived 
either land or water animals, as necessity arose. But were the sombre-skinned ones, and the ones that 
that was only a vague notion. I did not really could swim fast. The only danger that was recog- 
think it out, but the idea was there. nized by the “goana” was the shark ; for its poor

About 500 miles from Tumbes, away out in the little brain could contain no other idea, and that 
Pacific Ocean, right on the equator, there is a group meant getting ashore as quickly as possible. When 
of islands called the Galapagos Islands. They are man came and flung it into the water, its little brain 
nearly all volcanic, and they ara set in the deep, was too-sluggish to understand that men were worse 

If I had understood the laws of nature than sharks. So, as soon as it struck the water, it
right back to the shore, where the man was, 

thinking it was safe on the rocks.

ed to them.

never went into it. It seemed to me then that the ObituaryI

OMRADE James A. Teit died at Merritt, B. C., on 
Oct. 30th, of cancer, a disease which had been under
mining his constitution vigorously, particularly of 

late years. His death is a loss directly, not alone to the 
Socialist movement specifically, but to the world of in
vestigation in natural history and racial development, and 
cultural advancement generally. He had lived in British 
Columbia about 40 years, landing on this coast from a sail
ing vessel which had brought him from the Shetland Is
lands, where he was born.

Since the inception of the S. P. of C. he had been activ
ely associated with its work, especially those branches of 
it which, in the educational field, bordered on the investi
gation of primitive forms of society, in the written work 
of past stages or in the records of present researches in 
tribal forms and kindship, customs, ceremonies, folk-lore, 
etc, in which field of enquiry he had accomplished much 
among the various tribes of Indians on the coast and the 
inner and upper country of B. C. He was known among 
the Indians everywhere from the U. S. boundary to the 
Stikine country and, possessing the “language faculty”, 
he spoke over twenty tribal dialects, besides Norwegian, 
Danish and French.

His researches, unfortunately, have been cut off, but 
we hope the collected records of his unfinished work 
will be preserved. His “The Thompson Indians of British 
Columbia,” (1900) and “The Shuswap" (1909), both pub
lished by the American Museum of Natural History, have 
proved to be useful contributions to anthropology. The 
reader of this note is referred to “Primitive Society,” by 
Robert H. Lowie, (1920. Boni and Liveright). In this 
work, and in “Culture and Ethnology”, Mr. Lowie is criti
cal of some of the conclutions of Lewis H. Morgan’s “An
cient Society,” a work which has served somewhat as an 
anthropological text book for many years in Socialist stu
dy circles. The work of comrade Teit, brought to the 
use of this investigator, proves itself invaluable, coming as 
it does from the field of practical research and and perso
nal association, and tends somewhat to modify that cri
tical treatment which, in any case, is essential although 
not necessarily altogether tenable, as a present day treat
ment upon a work written in the day when a certain dog
matic attitude was allowable, induced as no doubt it was, 
by the then prevailing “fixity” ideas of orthodoxy.

We conclude our obituary note with the record of that 
keen sense of loss in the comradeship of association in 
our common cause which is the feature attending the pas
sing out of any comrade. In addition, we extend our 
earnest sympathies to Comrade Teit’s wife and children.

c
deep sea.
then, I could have learned such a lot ; but I did not eame 
know anything about science, so I missed my oppor
tunity. I knew the islands were made of lava, be
cause they were mostly hard and black, or dark 
brown, and the “soil” cut our boots to pieces. There 
were no mammals on the islands, no warm-blooded 
animals that -suckled their young (that is what mam
mals are), but there were plenty of birds and tor
toises, and the sea was swarming with fish and big, 
hungry sharks.

Do you observe now how the law was working 
out? The iguanas loved life—as we all do—and, in 
the struggle for existence, the only ones that sur
vived were the ones that adapted themselves to the 

conditions. That is to say, the survivors werenew
the on'es that had varied in a direction that was 
favourable to continued existence. The coloured 
ones—such as I used to admire in Peru—were soon
eaten up; therefore the coloured variety soon died 
out. Then the slow swimmers died out, and the only 
ones that lived were the dark-coloured ones and the 
swift ones. They were the ones that brought forth 
young, which inherited the parental tricks and ap
pearance ; so that in the struggle for existence, on 
the Galapagos Islands, the survivors were the ones 
best fitted for the new conditions.

I had no idea of asking why there were no 
warm-blooded animals on the islands. You see, I 
had no idea of the way the world had grown, and 
if you had asked me then as to the origin of the 
world I would have told you the wrong thing, and 
been quite sure that J, was right. But now I know 
how the world really originated, and I realize the 
vest mystery of it all and its incomprehensibility, 
and I never laugh at anybody’s ignorance. I know 
my own ! I had not, in those days, read even Tenny
son who tells the story in The Princess. He says:—

h

It was not through any cleverness on the part of 
the iguanas themselves, but just owing to the opera
tion of very simple laws. The laws of Nature are 
simple in the extreme ; but we will keep on thinking 
that they are complicated. They are no such thing. 
The entire world originated in response to those 
simple laws, and is kept on its course by them, and 
we are what we are by their operation.

I hope you see what I mean, and how things 
work? If you do, and care to study the matter care
fully, read good books, and keep your eyes open and 
your mind alert, you will come to understand the 
origin of the world.

The Galapagos Islands were furnished from the 
mainland of South America by drifting timber, 
■carrying the eggs and seeds of living things which 
found a resting place on the volcanic islets, and

This world was once a fluid haze of light,
Till toward the centre set the starry tides,
And eddied into suns, that wheeling cast 
The planets: then the monster, then the man; 
Tattoo’d or woaded, winted-clad in skins,
Raw from the prime, and crushing down his mate; 
As yet we find in barbarous isles, and here 
Among the lowest.

You see that is just the story I have been trying 
to tell you, and if I had read Tennyson then I might 
have known enough- to ask questions about the Gal
apagos Islands. But I had no knowledge at all, so 
I was dumb before the mystery of the volcanic is
lands, the fierce tides, the rugged hills, and the



habits of thought furnish the principles and stand- then fell heir to an enormous drain on its energies 
ards which are the standpoint of criticism. Thus, it m the effort necessary to induce that widely distri- 

tinued troin a"e 1) is coming to seem a common-sense proposition, not buted population to continue to see Russia’s pro-
familiar to superstitious ageTthe personal will, li'.es to be objected to with any show of reason, that the blem whole, and to enthuse and organize that popu-

“vEEEEEEE S£SSS»=S
trarv will of the worker he but attends on the pro- stitute a claim on the product of industry and not idealists, blind to the compulsion of circumstances, 
cess whose detail working out is calculable and set absentee-ownership, whose only evidences of con- should naturally take effect.
beforehand Thought on the process is in terms of neetion with industry are stocks and bonds and All of which is to say that m discussing Russian
oeioienanu. = 1 . .. nhpmipni shares Yet the tendency of thought of that “common- affairs we ought to remember we are foreigners

• - - - “•« - rrri“:/01 s"t f/rts
materials and predetermined output A J £ product of his toi! that end would be which the old methods of action, the established
tiee in the Achieved. The tendency of thought, however, is to- social institutions, had failed to relieve. In fact,
enquny m o na u p ’ wards taking over in common to society as a whole, being the root cause of the distresses, those institu-

eompels attention to phenomena of an mpe^ &g are basic> large.scale and opérât- should naturally take effect.,
sonal character and to sequences^ ^ socially Among those who are COnsciously re- It is to the fact that Russia's problems were in

volutionary to the established order, the new prin- stitutional problems, as are all social problems at
conceived of bottom today, that they assume such a baffling and

SOVIET RUSSIA, FROM THE S. P. OF 0. 
VIEWPOINT.

cess

not dependent for their force
created by habit and custom. _ _ . .

1*— ™dor rP“r.
-£ * — » -v;r m°derndf,t " ssl« •„« 01 «...her, alien order ol thought The much dom.ma o soet.l theor, and —I » ■« “ d„.lllpeJ state indu>trj,l

ado about supernatural powers m religious thinking intellectual reflex o e ^me compu arts modern seienee more than a sufficiency of ex-
’ *to the materialistic habit of thought, seems “so much the ,«,,1 e,™onment, *bor.ted ^ 6ndm@ whlid production economist* and prt*
! ,d« about nothing." in likewise, .octal institution. ol mooern science m the study o man h msttto £ ^ ncw direeting „d
| and conventions become subject to other erttena Hons and social organisations. Stgn Sc.ntly soeta- ^ illdnstri,l processes though under

than “make-believe”. With the passing of time it list theory and program receive gréa es a the di8erftionary control of the profit seeking bu-
I becomes less and less generally accepted that they among those laboring in the strictly mechanical cla88_;thingB are readyj but the peoples stand

are eternally sacred, or have any justification for trades. inert in the grip of old social habits and loyalties
existence at all, by mere right of prescription, im- The cultural background ot the socialist per- ^ calamiüeSj inherent in the capitalistic or-
memorial custom, authorative enactment or divine speetive, or so much as is given by the current si- ganization of soeial life> prey on them, 
ordinance. To the materialist conception, institu- tuation in the social environment (as so laboriously The dead hand q{ the past on the forcea o{ pr0. 
tiens and conventions are social habits, habitual sketched above), gives to that perspective a socia gressivc social ehange ! That is why, for one reason, 
ways of response in which human energies and in- consciousness or a sense of society as a unity : a ha- ^ studying Russian or any other country’s affairs,
stinctive impulses are enchannelled; they are a social bit of reasoning along lines of material causation, ^ &pply th-y. historical method. By that
apparatus of ways and means, instruments for fur- and of rating institutions according to tlieir tunc- method we may diseover the underlying forces that 
thering human welfare and, as they function in that tional capacities. So equipped, the Socialist shou d WQrk against soeiai progress. Behind every social 
-emect well or ill, their right to exist is rated ac- be peculiarly fitted for taking an objective view ot 
cordin ly ii ! Russian affairs. Nor need his sympathy for a
‘ °rTlmse‘interested in the dieipline of habituation people struggling to reconstruct a new order of life ^ pagt ^ ej$eet ^ & cause_
as a soeial force, particularly as a causal factor be- bias his viewpoint; rather, his insight should oe gueh things as institutions, customs and tra-
tween industrial use and wont and institutional keener because he is able to recognise the integrity eonventional habits of i;fe and thought whose
facts, are referred to the “Instinct of Workmanship ’ and sociai idealism of their motives: because he has iiiflue^ee jfi retardjHg change must be considered, 
and other works of Veblen. His development work an aquaintanee with them, in respect of social theory ^ internal factors in the Russian situa-
in that phase of the “Materialistic conception” is and ideals, intimate and confidential, to which other there gre also externai influences affecting it.
! .roving the virility of that foundation tenet of men are strangers.
Marxian theory.

on
nor

situation there is a historical background out of 
which it evolved. Thus every present is related to

All societies are com-
:

It must be viewed as an arbitrarily selected section 
The Point of view. (|f a larger whole> as a part of a world process in

George Bernard Shaw once said that, to an 'ng- ^hieh ineidentSj events, and soeial movements are 
lishman, there are only two classes of people in the gurfaee indieations of underlying forces of which, 
world—Englishmen and Foreigners. That piece ot ^ ^ ^ ^ gre&t characteristic forces are ec- 

satire is recognized as a caricature of the English, onomjc 
but yet as performing good service in holding up to 
ridicule a national trait. If not equally so, yet with
almost equal truth the same may be said of all na- com mises with capitalism if the habit of

„„d the capitalist class. *"*• ^ *“”* “ * '“* * *ar8c' detached, iti.lorical perspective
■ 3 , , a cpaiB ma. few remarks. prevalent. In that respect, it may be well to quote

The growth and e^c J " h di'craft In studying Russian affairs we must be on our historian john Richard Green: “Writing of his-
chine production out of small-scale handicratt pro ingt measuring Russian ways of reacting
duction, has divorced the oncemdependentproi ^ problems with the yardstick of our own o insight Qr it beeomes a
dug masses from ownership m the mcans ° J - preferences, preferences acquired under racial and ? Proportion is apt to be forgotten

) tion. Thus have been «rented vast annres oP ^ individual experiences far different from those of ^ the greater currents of history to be lost, while
, tarian wage-workers whose only means S Russian people. Our standards, being the pro- ]lectual and moral f0FCes which tell only on long

» livelih00d Hen ther! arises duct of habituation to a different economic, politi- of time are overlooked in the crowd of
list owners of industrial P < n . WQrk Cal and social environment, will hardly form a ba- incidents whieh affect human action direct-
a conflict of class m eres; ov"ntributing- towards sis for an intelligent criticism of the Russians. ,y and at once. ’ ’ Or, we might quote Premier Lenin,
this conflict of interest is, that the means of produc- Russian social environment, compact of institu- when, in one of revolutionary Russia s darkest hours, 
tion are not operated primarily to provide a liveli- lions, and Russian pcychology, should be taken into bct.ause he was capable of rising to a historical per- 
hood for the workers or the community at large, account. The lialf-feudal, absolutist character of speetive, he, calmly, in^seer-1,ke mood made the. fol- 
findustries being owned by the capitalist class, the those institutions had been a dominating fact in the lowing affirmation to Colonel Robins, t inted States
rate and volume of output are necessarilly restricted lives of the Russian people to the eve of the révolu- chief of Red Cross in Russia :
to such point as the market price will guarantee pro- tjon, and their character, through the centuries, has .‘This system is stronger than yours because it 

, . Lnital investments. As a result there is in- left its impress on Russian psychology. It is gen- admits reality. It seeks out the sources of daily 
' S . . flit inn ..mon" industrial workers of crally recognized by Russians themselves, as well human work-value and, out of those sources, direc -

and a as by" «^acquainted with them, that though they ly, it creates soeial control of the state. Our go. 
low Standard of livelihood, due to excessive com- are a people capable of rising to moods of highexal- eminent will be an economic social control for a 

...• ‘ th , bo market Hence the feeling, tation and under that influence to states of intense economic age. It will triumph because it spea s
and the ideas which correspond to it,’on the prole- activity, that yet, perhaps beyond most people the spirit of the age that now is. . . You may see
tarian side of the conflict tend to take on the nature of the temperate zones, their characteristic state is foreign bayonets parading across Russia. T ma
of a challenge to the institution of capitalist owner- one of fatalistic resignation and social inertia. Con- see Russia dark again .as it was dark before. Bu
ship of society’s means of wealth production. sequently, when the first white heat of revoiutiona- 1he lightning out of that darkness lias destroyed

In so far as the point is reached of antagonism to ry ardour had cooled with the passing of the crisis political democracy everywhere. It has destroyed
the present order, consciously or unconsciously, for which had called it into being, and with weariness R not by physical striking it, but simply by one

often the revolutionary implications of the of war and social strife, old social habits began to flash of revea men o u , u ur
not recognized, the new reassert themselves. The Soviet administration (To be concluded in our next issue)

Economic Basis of the Class Struggle.
In many other ways the modern productive pro

cess has brought into being conditions of life which 
I tend to foster a habit or settled frame of mind ini

mical to the traditional institutions of the present 
order. Chief amongst these ways is the conflict of 
economic interest between the proletarian masses

Much of present anxiety, or of exultation as the 
may be, would not prevail at the so-called Sov-

were moreI;

tory,” lie says, “or its interpretation, needs philo-
mere chronicle of

i

very
standpoint of criticism are
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/
lions mouthed by Lloyd George & Co., with their usu
al hard faced attitude, amid a welter of such general 
community miseries as should welcome a universal 
and wholesome proletarian damnation.

It would appear that we are educators with a pre
judice. Well, we deal with matters of fact. We are 
appreciative of the circumstances surrounding us 
and of the trend of events. We make no false pre
tensions.. Such theories or interpretations as we har
bor are useless to us if we cannot find their corrobo
ration in the world of reality. Such a matter, for 
instance, as the identity of interest between employ-! 
er and employee is clearly disproved in the everyday 
experiences of employer and employee. Our stu
dent will find in economics the theoretical expres
sion of the fact. There is no desire and no need to 
add color to it.

Onr new student may find education to be un
attractive and to contain no pleasurable appeal, alL 
tihough we hope not. He may be a good observer 
whose contact with the multiplicity of events has 
impressed him as being sufficient for his under
standing, in keeping with his needs as a rule-of- 
thumb, practical man. Our educational courses will 
prove interesting to him. They are certain to be use
ful. He may present the common excuses that he 
cannot with confidence master the terrible words. 
Certainly he will find all sorts of excuses for in
dolence if he sets out to look for them. He may al
ready 'have sagacity and no “learning”, or he may 
bave some learning and little sagacity. In any 
case, he will most readily appreciate and understand 
a treatment of those things he already has a practi
cal acquaintance with.

His class-room skill will eventually parallel his 
skill in the workshop and, unlike the uses to which 
his workshop skill is devoted—the profit of his 
ter—his class-room skill he will be able to bring to 
his own use and the use of his class.

munity as a whole. It is a fact apparent that the 
working class position is subjective, that its condi
tion is miserable at the best of times, employed or 
unemployed. At the present time, the “system” it
self (so-called) functions only in such a manner as 
to manifest its own weaknesses. Thus our new stu
dent, interested very likely in the condition of the 
members of the working class as these weaknesses 
affect them, will find himself at once, through the 
pressure of present events, thrown into a considera
tion of the past. The process of accounting for ca
pitalist and wage worker will of necessity bring 
to his attention patrician and plebian, chattel slave 
and feudal lord, the day of serfdom, of guild masters 
and journeymen, of propertyless and property- 
owning, the historical background of proletarian and 
bourgeoisie.
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VANCOUVER, B. C., NOVEMBER 16, 1922. Only by establishing the connecting thread be
tween past and present will present events be. un
understood. The weakening structure of bourgeois 
society appears now to be beyond repair, otherwise, 
that is, than beyond argumentative repair. The hol
low speeches of the “great men” representative of 
the present ruling interests in the British elections 

devoted entirely to a defence of capitalist admi
nistration. If there is a ruling class confidence to-

WINTER STUDY TIME.

T would appear to be obvious that as there is a 
recognized antagonism between wage worker 

and master in the field of production, that antagon
ism must find recognition and must manifest itself 
in the body of thought in the community at large. 
It would seem that since in the workshop the wage 
worker is in constant dispute with his master over 
rates of pay, hours of labor, protective devices and so 
forth, and has come to distrust the workshop view
point of the employing class, he would readily get 
to the bottom of that viewpoint on the outside. But 
it is not so, and because it is not so, or because it is 
insufficiently so, the S. P. of C. study classes in hi
story and economics are promoted. If the employ
ing class bring their resources to bear in suppressing 
workshop aspiration toward material betterment in 
any sense, it is reasonable to suppose that they will 
also order to the same end all the agencies at their 
Command in the educational field, or in any or all 
of the avenues of instruction, news information or 
general institutional administration. We know that 
they do, for instance in school and college, press, 
pulpit and in the political arena. The worker’s view
point, considered in relation to these institutions, is 
still the viewpoint of his master and it is the chief 
among their functions to keep it so. The aim of our 
educational efforts, therefore, is to uncover an alto
gether different viewpoint than that which expres- 

harmony and identity of interest and ideas be
tween wage worker and master. Our aim in educa
tion is to find the fundamental class antagonism that 
exists, to be able to recognize it, to understand how 
it arose and to find its solution.

Education—the word itself—appears to be some
thing formidable to the average worker. He is not 
yet familiar with the course of education as present
ed by the socialist. A first acquaintance with that 
course brings out, as a general rule, all the antago
nism and conflict of the preconceptions and preju
dices set in his mind and fostered by the agencies we 
have already referred to. He discovers that, parti
cularly concerning such like matters as religion and 
patriotism, his ideas and our explanations are far 
apart. As his study and observation proceed, and 
his understanding and knowledge develop, his at
tention is devoted to the realism of life and the ob
servable facts of his everyday experience are re
cognized and accounted in the order of his ideas. 
God, king and country, the “ever was and ever 
shall be" ideas of religious supernaturalism give 
place toi the idea and understanding of social change 
in society’s development, and the supremacy of 
in harnessing to his use the forces of nature as 
gradual and unfolding process. Reliance upon the 
superior man, the great man, charged with ideas 
supposedly self-conceived, gives way .under an ac
quaintance with the historical process of develop
ment to the appreciation of the influence of social 
forces, broadly considered, in influencing change 
and moulding the characters in whom it finds its ad
vocates.

Thus, a consideration of the facts of life in pres
ent day society at once directs our attention to the 
past. It is obviously true that present day society, 
considered in relation to the manner of its wealth 
production and distribution, performs that function 
insufficiently well to satisfy the needs of the

I
are

day it is surely inspired by working class ignorance. 
Positively nothing else can explain, not only work- 

approval of their point of view, 
own impudent,

ing class
but the confidence of their 
audacious and barefaced lying in sup
port of it. J.n support of their property right it is 
no doubt natural that the master class, through their 
spokesmen, should present this as “the best of all 
possible worlds,” “our country and our empire,” of 
course, being the most favored areas contained in 
it. Mr. Lloyd George, for instance, a political porch 
climber of considerable skill and repute, in support 
of capitalist property right in the essential means of 
social wealth production portrays acquisitiveness as 
this property instinct, an inherent and deep rooted 
quality in human nature. That is to say, in actual 
fact, this instinct is satisfied in but a very small pro 
portion of the population (the capitalist class) at the 
expense—fo(rever and all time, we are to suppose— 
of the greater proportion (the working class). This 
nice, innocent, natural and harmless instinct wnieii 
supposedly expresses itself in. the washwoman’s half 

in savings is presented to cover the greed,

mas-

1
SECRETARIAL NOTES.

t
OMRADE LESTOR reports good meetings already 
held in Alberta at Trochu, Swallwell, Collingwood 
and Aberdeen. Carbon was unfortunately missed 

through his misunderstanding of the arrangements, aided 
by a slight attack of sickness on Comrade Lestor’s part. 
He reports bankruptcy on the part of the farmers in the 
sense of financial health, but he records, nevertheless, and 
asks us to extend appreciation of the hospitality extended 
to him all round. Other meetings to be held in Alberta 
beyond the schedule given in our last issue, are:—Deer. 5. 
City Hall, Medicine Hat. Deer. 6. Seven Persons. Deer. 7. 
Whitla. Deer. 8. New Dale School. Deer. 9. Winnifred. 
Deer. 10. City Hall, Medicine Hat. Deer. 11. Thompson. 
Deer. 12. Many Berries.

The comrades in those districts will, we hope, bring 
to the meetings as many of their friends as they can in
duce to come.

Calgary reports the resumption of class study work 
with the oncoming of the hard weather. Two or three 
weeks will see the Comrades there back to their usual 
winter activity with the usual good educational results.

c
crown
covetousness and hoggish indecency of what we know 
as the capitalist class, rulers of what we are to con
sider as a natural order. Their property right is to 
be “let alone,” as a natural right. There is an in
stinct of which these apologists prate not quite so- 
much—on their own behalf—the creative, or con
structive instinct which, in the social sense, is ex
pressed in the fields, factories and workshops of 
eial production, and is monopolized entirely by the 
workingclass. In the eyes of our capitalist it is 
the outstanding virtue of the worker that he active
ly exercise this latter instinct. How else could the 
capitalist property instinct find satisfaction?

ses

so-

We regret that the “Clarion Mail Bag’’ feature is 
crowded out this issue through pressure on space and last 
minute hurry. This, however, will allow for a wider treat
ment in next issue.This is perhaps a digression from the course of 

discussion, but it is illustrative of the flimsy 
apologetics of the defenders of capitalism, the sub
stance of which is, concerning property right 
subject under general enquiry nowadays, that the 
working class have a “right” to property, but if they 
have none—and it is agreed that they have none— 
that is simply incidental!

our
VANCOUVER, B. C. t

as a
Western Clarion office and D. E. C. address, 1305 Tower 

Building, 500 Beatty St., Vancouver, B. C. address all mail 
matter to P. O. Box 710.

Local (Vancouver) No. 1. Headquarters address, 
Rooms 11 and 12 Flack Block, 163 Hastings Street, West, 
Vancouver, B. C. Business meetings every Tuesday, 8 p.m. 
History Class every Thursday, 8 p.m. (Present textbook, 
“Socialism, Utopian and Scientific’’). Economics class, 
every Sunday at 3 p.m. (Present text book, “Wage-Labor 
and Capital”). Propaganda meetings every Sunday, 8 
p.m., Star Theatre, Main Street. Every encouragement is 
offered to new students in class work, and every effort

The hold of the ruling class on their system loses 
its grip proportionately with the inability of that 
system to furnish the means of procuring a liveli
hood to its workers. If the process of production 
cannot smoothly continue, the maintenance of the 
workers devolves in some fashion upon the rulers 
of society. The workers themselves have no surplus. 
The system is brought to the point where the pro
duction process is seriously out of gear. It is usual 
for the working class to attend to the material wants 
of society at large ; if the rulers are now to attend 
from their store to the feeding of the workers, the 
whole structure of the capitalist order is challenged 
and thus we have the present tendency toward en
quiry into its fundamental principles,/and the con
sequent tissue of more or less convenient accomoda-

man
a

should be made, and the Invitation is here extended, to 
bring as many workers as possible to attendance.

CLARION MAINTENANCE FUND.

Following $1 each:—J. Mitchell, C. Bright, A. M. Davis, 
Mrs. Annie Ross, J. G. Brown.

Norman McAulay $2; John F. Maguire $2; B. H. L. $5; 
Local Ottawa (per Peter T. Leckie) $3.50. Comrades of St. 
John, N. B., (per M. Goulie) $12.50.

Above, C. M. F. receipts, 27 Oct. to 14 Nov., inclusive, 
total $30.eom-
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The Moscow Trialtimes personal expression, and he did not see it as an es
sential course. The Socialist League devoted itself to 
Communist propaganda, alienating itself from promoting 
practical, political measures, and lived for several years. 
Morris, we seem to remember reading somewhere, after
wards supported Hyndman’s candidature for Burnley, ac
knowledging a change in his ideas.

In 1893 the I.L.P. was formed. Later (1900) the Labor 
In your editorial of the issue of Nov. 1st. you quote the Representation Committee of trade unions, Socialists (in

following: “Incidentally it recently ejected through the 
members’ expulsion route J. Kavanagh and J. G. Smith.’.

This excerpt is in relation to the Workers’ Party. I 
wish you to give publicity to my denial of this state
ment. Comrade Kavanagh, myself and several others re
signed from the Workers’ Party on account of the action 
of that party in regard to the “Federationist”. A perusal 
of the columns of the “Federationist” for the last few represented about 80 per cent of their nominees; the

majority were trade unionists. Over the years the S.D.F., 
in face of the uncertain and indefinite policies it pursued 
and in face of the growing favor accorded the I.L.P. and 
trade union combination, found itself out of favor among 
those who saw the need for a clear and independent policy 
free from compromise and at the same time shut out from 
success in the political arena by the policy of the I.L.P. 
At the same time it was common to find members who 
belonged to both parties and speakers who spoke in agree
ment on both platforms. Arising out of this there natur
ally grew such parties as the S.L.P. and the S. P. of Gt. B. 
In the meantime the S. D. F. had followed the policy, for 
whatever reason, of changing its name, and became in 
turn S. D. P., National Soc. P. and B. S. P. It is now again 
the S. D. F., and as far as we are aware its influence is 
not great. It did good work in what were really pioneer 
days in the modern expression of the Socialist move
ment. It would be foolish to overlook that fact. It would

Setting Us Right
OVIET RUSSIA has had its first brush with 
treason, and the trial, lasting for days, has 
awakened more response outside Russia than 

inside. Which is significant, both of the temper and 
perception within Russia, and the mind and intent 
of the Western world. For were the Russian people 
alarmed by the event, it would be proof of the same 
confusion of mind as exists among the “advanced” 
democracies of “this freedom.” And because they 
are nqt so feared and worked up explains the fear 
or the anxiety of the bourgeois rulers, conscious of 
its inner meaning.

The fundamental charge against the 20 unfortun
ate social revolutionaries was for receiving “western 
gold” and assisting the Western Governments, for 
the purpose of overthrowing the Soviet Government. 
They were alleged to be in league with the reaction
ary agents and forces of the Capitalist world, who 
were blockading Russia, invading and pillaging her 
territory ; bringing famine, disease, pestilence, in the 
desolate wake of attempted conquest; bringing 
death to unnumbered thousands ; hindering the re
construction and organisations of the Soviet regime, 
and challenging the legality of the Soviet Govern
ment. The summary of Krilenko—the representa
tive of the people—painted the result in terrible 
colors, clearly establishing the connection between 
the Revolutionaries and the capitalist agents ; bring
ing home—to some of the accused at least— con
scious collusion and understanding ; involving their 
dupes in the same toils of participation ; and con
cluding with a demand for a capital penalty. It is 
all so pitifully tragic.

Representatives from the yellow-pink Interna
tionals of the several countries attended the trial.

sTWO LETTERS.
South Vancouver, Nov. 4th, 1922.

Mr. E. McLeod. 
Dear Comrade :

eluding the S.D.F.) and co-operative bodies was formed 
to discover ways of maintenance for political represent
ation. Payment of members of parliament by the state 
was not at that time a practice in Great Britain. The L. 
R.C. became the Labor Party, following upon the general 
election of 1906, at which time the L.R.C. candidates met 
with success, forty 1odd) of them being returned, which

months will give sufficient explanation of our action/ 
Yours for Progress,

James G. Smith.

S. Vancouver, Nov. 3rd, 1922.
Editor, “Western Clarion,” City.
In your editorial, appearing in the last issue of the 

"Western Clarion” you make the statement that J. Ka
vanagh and J. G. Smith were ejected from the Workers’ 
Party via the members’ expulsion route. That statement 
is untrue. Your source of information for the same was 
either malicious or ignorant, probably both.

I resigned from the Workers’ Party for reasons fully 
explained to its C. E. C., and which, in view of recent hap
penings locally, must be apparent to anyone laying claim 
to a modicum of proletarian understanding. I trust you 
will give this denial as much publicity as the statement 
of which it is a contradiction.

V

be equally foolish to ignore the lesson of its errors.
When we mentioned the S. D. F. in last issue ofthe 

Clarion we had in mind that the chief lesson to be learned 
from the history of the S. D. F. as a party was that in 
seeking to merge itself in action with other bodies, by 
lack of a certain rigidity, it had lost its identity as a use
ful organization in a day when a definite and intolerant 
socialist expression was sorely needed in what was a time

J. Kavanagh.

Editor’s Note;—We had understood it to be a case of 
expulsion, whereas it appears to have been a case of re
signation. Comrade Smith will, no doubt, appreciate a 
reminder that “those who never do anything never make
mistakes.”

The point we had laid under stress, it should be noted, 
not the matter of expulsion particularly but of divided of early development and consequent confusion.was

opinion, which, on any fundamental principle of cohesion 
renders unity useless in organizational practice. As a slo
gan of working class appeal, with a surface appearance 
of plausibility and solidity, it has been lately carried to 
popular favor in working class sentiment. Momentarily, 
it is a kind of “intoxicating self-deception.” It is, in fact, 
as at present used, an importation from the literature that the in-between periods must be taken into account in
has come out of the Russian Revolution and, as Marx considering any organization and its histrory. It seems to
said of the French literature (following upon 1830) im- us that our correspondent has failed to appreciate that
ported to Germany to the use of the “philosophers” of that fact, which must serve as our excuse for entering a note
country, its practical significance is lost through the 0f this length.
fact that the social conditions of the country out of which -----------1-------------

We have no wish to treat our correspondent unkindly 
or to belittle in any way the strenuous efforts of forty

That credit being extended (and it was never But they shortly left—disgusted with the “travesty
of justice.” There was no excitement, no emotion, 

enthusiasm. Nothing but the ominous calm of an 
austre realism, and cold precision of reasoning. Mos
cow was quiet as a rural village. Patriotic palaver 
there was none. Nor the pomp of capitalist legal
ity. Nor political oratory. Nor the chaos of “mod
erate” revisionism. It was an atmosphere wholly

years ago
witheld) we are unable to see wherein Comrade Cairney 
finds cause in our remarks for his disturbing amazement. 
Not only the beginning, but the present appearance and

no
t

unsuited to the fastidious constitutions of “labor 
representatives. ’ ’

But there was no travesty of justice. Every op
portunity was given the defense ; every freedom of 

and choice and counsel. Nothing was disa

it arose have not immigrated along with it. We stress 
the point again that unity of form is dependent, in practice, 
upon a uniformly accepted and understood point of view 
and common purpose. Without that, disintegration will 

later show itself in any organization. The cir-

ALBERTA NOTES.
Alberta and Saskatchewan P. E. C. of the S. P. of C.

Secretary, R. Burns, 134 a 9th Avenue, West, Calgary, Al
berta.

Local Calgary. Same address as above. Business meet
ings every alternate Tuesday, 8 p.m. Study class in Eco
nomics every Thursday at 8 p.m. Correspondence from 
all parts of Alberta and Saskatchewan is earnestly invited 
from all comrades interested in the organizational and 
educational work of the Party, and attendance at the cias- 

and interest in their development and usefulness will 
be welcomed.

sooner or
cumstance of resignation or expulsion is altogether a 
minor detail, a matter of form secondary to and dependent 
on that condition. To be brief: its importance is only a

means
allowed. Nothing suppressed. Every point and 
counter was weighed and balanced with the simple 
deliberateness of single purpose. Against Moscow 
no claim can be sustained that justice was voided,

matter of personal importance.

A THIRD LETTER.
Vancouver, B. C., Nov. 2nd, 1922. or right denied, or truth destorted or suppressed.

What those “socialist” representatives saw was 
the superficial purpose of internal politics ; the cross 
play of party interests, necessarily interwoven with 
the deeper issues at stake. In the broad politic 
of Soviet reality, they saw only the narrow occa
sions of a sordid necessity. The confused ideals 
and wavering tactics of their own misconceiving re
formism. Aurora-like, fleeted in trembling folds 

the subtler fundament of Soviet purpose.

ses

Editor Western Clarion,
Sir:
I was amazed (on reading your editorial in the issue 

of November 1st) at the dogmatic manner in which you 
allude to the activities of the S.D.F. of forty years ago and 
since, for only a person entirely ignorant of the propaganda 
of the S.D.F. of that period could so flagrantly mis-state

HERE AND NOW.
PACE PRESSURE eliminates any elaboration on the 
the -wheedling process this time. The figures them
selves, however, are eloquent of the good work ands

interest of many comrades.
Following $1 each :—Peter T. Leckie, A. W. Osterberg, 

the case. T. W. Nevinson, F. Shaw, R. C. McKay, J. Cunningham, M.
The present writer, and the late P. Curran, M.P., were g Grott> j Mitchell, D. Melver, G. Helliar, Cumberland L. 

the two first in Scotland to join the S.D.F., and as we and A Assn _ A M Davis> t. B. Roberts, C. Bright, E. Col- 
grew stronger, and enthusiastic to emancipate the world, ungSj \y McQuoid, A. Whitechurch, A. Lescarbeault, J. M. 
we had not the slightest or corrupt thought of com- '.gand’ergon- M. Goudie, G. Hubbard, T. Hanwell, S. J. Rose,

J. G. Brown, Jim Fletcher, S. Oliver, C. Lestor, B. C. Pro
vincial Library, Norman MacAulay, Fred Harman, Geo.

across
And they were altogether blind to the intermingling 
of the fact of accomplished revolution ; with the 
plain failure of political idealism. And that revolu
tion—successful though it was, and conscious of its 

wrath and purpose—struggling desperately 
with political necessities, and a sluggishly misun
derstanding proletariat, steeped in the ethic of poli
tical radicalism, they utterly failed to grasp the in
herent and inviolate antagonism between the ideal 
and purpose of logical communism and the “practi-

promise or affiliation with other parties.
Hoping you will publish this and show your readers 

by avoiding in the future such palpable errors, and there
fore a more trustworthy guide of public thought. I am,

Silk, C. A. Stein.
E. Anderson $1.12; M. Zusire 50c; C. F. Orchard $1.50; 

Mrs. M. A. Lewis $1.50; H. G. Mingo $2; M. Farrell $2; Dr. 
Inglis $2; H. Judd $2; J. A. McDonald $2; A. A. McNeill 
$3; Roy Addy $2.50; Jim Cartwright $4; W. A. Pritchard

own
Yours fraternally,

Joseph Cairney.
Editor’s Note: The Social Democratic Federation, form

ed in 1884, was an extension of the Democratic Federation 
of 1881. The late H. M. Hyndman was active in the form
ation of both. The D.F. (1881) was largely an embodiment 
of the views of political radicals and followers of Henry 
George. Nationalization of the land was its most import- 

The S.D.F. (1884) took on a decidedly Soci-

$17.
Above, Clarion subs., 27 Oct. to 14 Nov. inclusive, total

$73.12.
cal” policies of moderation.

What those representatives did not see was the 
workers’ Republic, fighting for its life in the mael
strom of Capitalist diplomacy. They did not see 
that its success was the ideal of completed com-, 
minism. They did not see that its triumph was the 
earnest of the triumph of the world proletariat. 
They did not see the social democracy in the Soviet 
dictatorship, mustered in martial array against the 
Cohorts of militarism. And they could not see

MANIFESTOant feature.
alist complexion, extending Its programme toward sociali
zation of the means of wealth production, distribution and 
exchange. It is worth noting that before the S.D.F. was 

old William Morris withdrew in disagreement with

— of the —
SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADA

(Fifth Edition)
a year
its policy and was active in the formation of the Socialist 
League. (Many writers have ascribed the division to per
sonal reasons, but while splits and divisions give vent gen
erally to a measure of personal feeling, only surface ob
servers fail to see that there is an underlying variation in

Morris undoubtedly enter-

10 centsPer copy.......
Per 25 copies 92

Post Paidideas and a reason for it.) 
tained a deep dislike of politics in its practical and some- (Continued on page 8)



conflict of economic interests which must sooner or 
later come to a head and eventually be decided by 
political action, the final and ultimate form of which 
is the application of armed force. It is hardly neces
sary to point out that a government of persons by 
armed force, which is the only way they can be gov
erned, is one thing, and the “administration of af
fairs” or things is another. Bodies of armed men 
are not required for the administration of affairs, 
but they are required for the government of persons.

There is another theory of government that I 
have not included in the above classification, for 
the simple reason that it is not 8f earth, earthy, and 
therefore requires special treatment. I refer to the 
“shadow” theory. If a government, “popular” or 
otherwise is a mere shadow, “a fraud and a sham,” 
a pooÀy informed person might wonder what it was 
maintained for at all. “Industrial unionists know,” 
however, that the capitalist class spends millions of 
dollars annually to support an army and a police 
force just to ornament the landscape with pretty 
uniforms. Come to think of it, this ‘ ‘ shadow ’ ’ theory 
of government reminds one of Christian Science.

If a policeman strikes you oyer the head with

N this article we will examine a few extracts prove that all government is political? 
from the pamphlet, “The Lumber Industry and 
Its Workers,” as I stated in my last article on 

the same subject. But before doing so, a few words 
concerning the pamphlet itself will not be out of 
place.

When we come to theories regarding the use and
function of government we do nO;t find the same 
agreement. Among the many and various ideas and 
“beliefs” ÿi this respect we find .three main theories 
which we will examine here briefly. The first one 

will take up is the most ridiculous one of all : the 
theory that the function of a government is to gov-

It begins with a very good short history of the 
development of the lumber industry or. the Ameri
can continent from the earliest times down to the 

^present. Following this is a review of the concli- ern itself; in other words, a government o tie 
lions, good, bad and indifferent, mainly bad and in- people, by the people, and for the l"‘op e. ns

theory agrees with the “self-government theory 
that the I.W.W. “believes” in. Let us see how it 
works out. Here we are, the whole population of us. 
We are going to govern ourselves in our own inter
ests. We will arm ourselves with rifles and machine 

and make ourselves do as we want ourselves

we

different, in the various camps throughout the coun
try in which the lumber workers live and work, 
which is also true to life. Next, we are informed as 
to what the I. W. W. has done to improve those 
conditions in the past, and what it plans to do in 
the future, all of which is open to discussion. And 
lastly, we are given a further statement of the prin
ciples, objects, methods and “beliefs” of the or
ganization. This last is the only part we are con
cerned with here, so without further preliminaries 
1 will quote a passage from page 72, regarding gov
ernments :—

guns
to do, even if we have to use force. And if ourselves 
refuse to do as ourselves want ourselves to do we
will turn the rifles and machine guns on ourselves, 
and kill ourselves off. Now it is obvious that no
reasonable person could doubt the “efficiency” of 
such a government. There is only one possible ob
jection to it, namely, that it does not exist, it never 
did exist, and it never could exist. In short, it is a his club you are not actually struck, you just think 
joke. x you are. If he takes you by the collar and throws

into jail you are not in jail at all ; that is a 
If a soldier shoots you or

“The I. W. W. is non-political. It is not concerned with 
the empty forms of a fake political democracy. Industrial 
unionists know popular government can never be anything 
but a fraud and a sham under a system of industrial auto- Next, we have the theory that the function of a
cracy. Knowing the industrial government is the real gov- government is to protect the rights and interests of ..... , . , ,.
ernment they refuse to waste time electing the hirelings the good, honest, virtuous, pious, peaceful citizens sticks his bayonet through you, don t worry ; y ■ 
of Wall Street money kings, but aim straight at the root against the treachery and duplicity of the bad, vici- are not shot or struck, you just imagine you are. 
of all human power-control of industry.” ous> avaricious, blood-thirsty scoundrels who seek It is all “a fraud and a sham. There is no such

to destroy everything that is good and beautiful, thing as matter : nothing but divine mind, 
out of pure perversity. These natural born crimin- That will be enough about government for the 
als, fiends of iniquity, are supposed to-exist in con- present. Now we will have a little economics for 
siderable numbers within our own borders, not only a chaser. It is strange, indeed, that a working class 

does notbelieve in government. This is a mistake. The that, but also outside of our own country there are organization which puts so much emphasis on t e 
I. W. W. believes in the most efficient form of government wh0le nations of them awaiting a favorable oppor- need of “economic action” would not try to make 
possible. Some revolutionists object to the word gov- tunity to spr;n[, upon us> hence the need of govern- itself conversant with, at least, the elementary pnn- 
ernment on the ground that it implies a governing class ^ gg the'scoundrels within, and protect eiples of Marxian economics, which is the only school
and a class that is governed. The word government fs _ again/aggreggors such ac «blonde beasts,” of economics of any use to the working class. Many

yellow perils,” and “Mohammedan hordes” from people, no. doubt, imagine that all well informed 
without. Now if this theory applies at all, it must members of the I. W. W are Marxists Let us see. 
apply to all countries. But here is the rub. If the On page 84 of the pamphlet “The Lumber Industry

multiplicity of governments. A whole flock of them, government of every country is a government for and Os Workers, we find t e o owing passage.
We have governments to the right of us, to the left the protection of the good people against the bad,
of us and in front of us, in short, governments to then we must assume that the good people are in
throw at the birds. Amidst all this volley and thun- control in every country and are able to keep their 
der about governments one is tempted to ask a few
questions. First, how many senses can the word out-throat nations that are likely to attack any 
government be used in? Second, if. a popular gov- country from without? On the other hand, if we 
ernment can never be anything but a fraud and a ^
sham” would an “unpopular” government be the countries then the whole theory falls to the ground, 
genuine article under a system of industrial auto^ rp0 save space I will' leave this question open for the 
cracy? Third, does the I. W. W. adni't. that there present. Think it over, 
is a governing class and a class that is governed?
If such classes exist then it stands tp reason that aspevate the I. W. W., the theory that a government 
the word government cannot possibly imply any- (not tj,e WOrd) “implies a governing class, and a 
thing else. On the other hand, if human society is cjagg that jg governed.” In other words, wherever 
not divided into two classes, “a governing class and

you
mere hallucination.

Again, on page 87 we find another spasm con
cerning governments.

“The objection is often made to the I. W. W. that it

usused here in the sense of self-government, or administra
tion of their own affairs by the workers.”

It would appear from the above that there is a

“Labor is the creator of capital, and existed before 
capital; but without capital, labor could produce only on 

limited scale. On the other hand, capital withouta very
labor could produce nothing. The I. W. W. does not pro

to abolish capital. What it does propose is to abolishbad people in subjection. Where then are theown pose
capitalists. A capitalist is one who owns capital and 
lives off profits produced by workers. Capital is necessary 
to society; but the private ownership of capital is not 

on the contrary, it is responsible for most ofthat the bad people are in control in someassume necessary;
the evils from which society suffers today. If all capi
talists were to pass out of existeijce industry would go on 
as usual, for it is run entirely by workers. With a system 
of industrial democracy capital will still exist but it will 
be owned and controlled by the useful members of society

Lastly, we come to the theory that appears to ex-
instead of by a parasite class.”

Now. you Marxian economists, keep your shirts 
Will somebody please hold Peter Leckie by the

I have a few re-
we find a government we find two economic classes, 
one class governing the other. The suppressed class

ment does not imply anything and all this talk of the jg e;t]ier governed for the purpose of exploiting it in marks to make myself.
I. W. W. about the governments it “believes” in, is the interests 0f the governing class, or else it is a into economics, I merely wish to state that the pas-
bunk. In oth^r words, when there is no longer a clagg that was at 0ne time a governing and exploit- sage just quoted is about the best exposition of the
“governing class and a class that is -governed” the jng c]ags itself and js suppressed for the purpose of capitalist class conception of capital that I ever
word government will be obsolete. keeping it from starting any more monkey business read, namely, that wealth or the means of wea t

been abolished, production is capital, at all times and under all cir
cumstances. Let us try and get this. “A capitalist 
is one who owns capital and lives off profits pro- 

Good! “Capital is neces-

on.
coat tail for about fiveclass that is governed,” then the word govern-

am not going very deeply

However, let us forget about the “word” gov- 0f that kind until all classes have 
ernment for a few minutes and examine the condi- This theory also explains the cause of war between 
tiou, or state of affairs that the word government nations or groups of nations, which is not a case 

implies.” It is generally agreed by authorities on (,f good, honest, pacific nations merely defending duced by workers, 
the subject that all government is based on armed their culture and religion or their “right to life, sary to society ; and will still exist wit i a sys em 
force. In fact, no person of any intelligence would liberty and the pursuit of happiness” and so forth of industrial democracy, but it wil t en he owne 
dispute the statement. And armed force, as far as against the attack of cut-throat nations who are de- by the useful members of society. Goo again. îen 
human society is concerned, is the court of last ap- void of all these things, but in capitalist society is we will all bç capitalists and live off profits produced 
peal. But what is armed force? Bodies of men purely a question of commercial rivalry, a conflict by ourselves. I hope Peter wil x ab e to uniave 
armed with weapons of various kinds. Now re- between different capitalist groups fcr control of this tangle, it is too deep for yours tru y. 
member, the I.W.W. itself has told us that “bullets the world’s markets in order that they may have a almost forgot that we started out to answer tie 
and political revolution” are means of political ac- piace to dispose of the surplus wealth produced by question, “What Is the I. W. W.? e you can 
tion. And don’t forget that bullets are used not their wage slaves. Or to put it another way, the search me,” I give it up. I am stuck. end and get 
only-for revolutionary purposes but also to suppress conflict beteween either classes or nations is not a the pamphlets, read them, and gure it out or jour 
revolution. What more do we need than this to question of ethics, but is purely a question of -the selves.

BY F. J. McNEY.
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A Talk With New Students
BY C. STEPHENSON

Let the reader askboth our studies, to make causal connection between as factors in man s responses.
the responses of man in thought and action at what- himself, however, how much of the apathy among 
ever period in history and the conditions of his the masses of the people on social affairs at pres- 

• social environment, industrial, economic and poli- eut may be due to purely rational considerations; 
|ical or, on the other hand, how much of it may be due

tj fear, that great inhibitor of action? Sensible of 
the precarious state of social affairs and ignorant 
of causes and a solution, daunted by the complexity 
and stupendous nature of the problem, may not fear, 
a moral cowardice, paralyse in some degree both 
the mental and physical activity required to meet 
the situation? In the immediate affairs of our lives

Approach to the study of History and Ec
onomics. Their relationship and functions. 
Factors bearing upon the studies. Im
portance of the studies, their application 
and essential usefulness to workers.

' z The Marxian system of economics is especially
ISTORY and economics, as studies are in- helpful to the student of social problems, especially 
separably related to each other because, if helpful to the understanding of those that bear most 
history may be said to be a record of man’s heavily on the working class, because the profit 

past experiences, a record of what men have thought feature and the process of labor exploitation, the 
and done, the science of economics deals with the most characteristic features in the economy of cap- 
conditions of economic existence which underlie and italist production and most far reaching in their 
determine the scope and method of men’s thoughts effects on social life are the main concern of Marx.

In their broad cultural aspect those An enumeration of a few of the matters discussed 
studies shoul^l cultivate a scientific habit of mind, by Marx may in degree indicate how “close up” his

of propor- science is to working class experiences :—

H
also fear haunts both the employed and the unem
ployed, the one that they may lose and the other that 
they may not find employment.

Again, what of the fear of being thought ortho
dox? Man is a herd animal, gregarious, and in the

and actions.

history in particular inculcating 
tion, and thus increasing our powers of judgement,
through the study of racial experiences. Experi- lation of capital in so far as it is not due to the
— “id “o“rX ^solution through ” interests and stand-

the arts of life, those of industry as equa y t ose o sjncej d,ue to exploitation of propertyless (in the ards 0f a partial herd within the larger he departs 
politics or the strictly cultural. Specifically, these means 0f production) wage laborers; process of ex- trom the herd law, he does so with timidity as a 
studies should be brought into relation with the con- pioitation explained in Marx’s theory of surplus rule and with many a backward look, fearful of the 
ditions within the current social situation. What value ; dependence of wage-laborers on capital; caus- (]j bation of the herd failing upon him, maybe
follows is in the nature of discussion of tbftt specific «of f X S in drastic w„s. Add «be ms,motive
purpose. standard of living, poverty—effect on population pull and influence of the herd the situation in a pe-

To commence with, economics and history may mentally, morally and physically ; control over all t uniary society where social prestige is based on 
be defined briefly as follows : Economics, is the industrial and economic processes exercised in the 
science which deals with the laws governing the pro- interest of capital investments ; rate and volume of 
duetiem of wealth and of lie distribution among the
respective classes in society. A study ot history an<j capacity for producing goods and services of prowess in feudal times, or as intellectual power re
looks to the discovery of the laws of social develop- unknown dimensions, but exceeds what is possible ceived from the scholars who conversed with Bo
rnent ; as a record of man’s past experiences his- under the limits imposed by the needs of capital for crates, or moral power from those who, denouncing 
tory enables us to add past to present experiences, a profitable price, perhaps by a thousand times ;
«a «hu. «o form new syntheses of «hough, s.d no

imposed on production by the needs of capital, but 
It has been charged against orthodox econom- has no meaning in relation to social capacity for

ists that their treatment of economic phenomena has producing goods and services ; wages, their nature
discussed; competition as a principle in social me; 
commodity nature of labor power when sold on the 
labor market; rent, interest and industrial profit as 

l perience: that as a help to understanding social component parts of surplus values accrue to capi-
problems it was practically worthless, whatever talist class by virtue of “right” of ownership ;
might be its due as a somewhat tedious mental knowledge of the industrial arts (technology) as of

! - d4hn,, -r «S . hud, Of business —seM iu

the quest of profits. Hence, no doubt,^ the bad name by tbe productive portion of it ; is a social product ;
of economies as ‘ ‘ the dismal science. ’ ’ The science ye^ the advantages of an advance in the state of the

I b_as ;t seems, mainly concerned itself with the classi- industrial arts accrue to the owners of the means of
’ fioation of economic phenomena, looking to “states production; on the other hand such advances make

the workers more and more dependent on capital 
and lower their economic and social status in re
lation to that of the owners of large capital.

While studying the impersonal facts of the 
laws governing the accomplishment of an end soejai environment, we should not forget Socrates’

The human el-

a sense
Origin and nature of Capital ; Primitive accumu- main conforms willingly to the herd law, its con

ventional moralities, norms and standards. When,
intellectual convic-

in acquiring wealth : where the possessor of 
wealth draws the same easy, natural, spontaneous 
homage to a believed superior worth as did military

success

the things of this world put off from them wordly 
wealth, and followed the “Man of Sorrows.” In!

effect, then, the wealthy, the successful accumula
tors of wealth are honored in our social life as the 
natural leaders of the herd by all of its members 
whom habituation to the ways of life and thought of 
such a pecuniary society has led to feel that way, 
which is almost all its members. It is the moralities 
that conserve the interests of this wealthy class, 
their standards, tastes and preferences that domin
ate the schools “and echo thence from press and 
pulpit, bench and rostrum into the streets of life,*’ 
thius reinforcing the herd compulsions towards con-

tion.

resulted in a science that bears little or no resem
blance to the realities of the world of actual ex-

formity.
What of that non-rational humility that is pre

valent among the producing class, due to inferiority 
of pecuniary status? Does it exist in such intensity 
as to be such a psychological “fixation” as an infer
iority obsession ? Always there is insidious propa
ganda carried on to create that feeling, to break 
down our pride and self-respect in the interest of 
the parasite ruling class. The latest fad in this direc
tion is the psuedo-seientific chattering about the pre
valence of morons or undeveloped mentalities in the 
population. Responsible scientists, however, are be
ginning to discredit the purely arbitrary tests «used 
and the interpretations put upon the data so obtain
ed. (See “Survey” for Oct.)

There is also the matter of interest in religions of 
various kinds. How much of that interest is a com
pensatory interest, a substitute interest for other in
terests frustrated of normal expression? Is not re
ligion to many people a substitute activity ? Are 
not its emotional “states” of religious experience 
and ecstatic exercises, its easy, thoughtless babble 
of milleniums here or hereafter, all modes of escape 
from an alien and unfriendly world of complex social 
problems that involve a strain of perplexity and 
thinking?

A study of humanity and its behavior in face of 
the conditions of its social environment will shew 
the social problem, as the psychologists contend, to 
be one of maladjustment between a fixed human nat- 

and the economic conditions and institutions in- 
continued on page 8)

of equilibrium” or “normality” towards which all 
things in their movement are supposed to tend. 
Hence its economic laws, as traditionally conceived,
“are
—that is to say, laws as to how a sequence of cause admonitory “Man, know thyself.” 
and effect come to rest in a final term. Orthodox emefo jn the complex of things postulated by the 
economics is thus, it is claimed, a science of statics orthodox economists, as has been said, was an “ec- 

' rather than a true evolutionary science looking to a onomje man, » > a wholly rational creature whose con- 
continuous process, a science which should explain duet in reaction to his economic environment was 
phenomena in terms of an unremitting process of based on lightning \calcula1iioris in pleasure-pain 
consecutive change in which the sequence of cause equations. A science of economics based on such a 

| and effect are cumulative. Other apparatus of ex- conception of human psychology can lend but little 
I position characteristically used by orthodox eeon- a;d to an understanding of-man’s responses to the 

omists have been “conjectural” history as a sub- (conditions of his environment: Man, in fact, is fun- 
stitute for a true genetic account of economic phen- damentally a many-sided, composite creature of 
omena as, for instance, on the origin of capital ; an ]earned and unchanging instinctive tendencies to 
“economic man,” a pure individualist who, coldly acti0n, which, functioning as his egoistic and herd 
icaleulating, balanced present pain of abstinence interests, have had and have now a survival value 
against the advantages of future pleasure to come jn the struggle for existence. It is they that make 
from an increase to his savings loaned to a needy, anything worth while that is to be done : determin- 
generally a thriftless, producer. Thus, the critics, fog the ends of activity, they are the initiators of 

We shall, however, claim an exception to those action and supply the driving power. Built upon 
the method of the orthodox economists this groundwork of non-rational instincts, emotions

un-

strictures on
j in behalf of Marxian economics. Mlarx’s treatment and desires, the rational faculties are relatively sup

erficial, biologically of later development. Thisof economic phenomena lends itself easily to 
planation of social affairs. In regard to the study would imply, as the psychologists assert, that man is 
of history, we should guard ourselves against falling not primarily a rational animal, but is a Tational- 
into the easy habit of reading history merely to izing animal, 
gratify either curiosity or a sentimental interest in The weakness of the old psychology was that it 
the past. As well as may be, we are to strive, in laid too much emphasis on the intellectual faculties

an ex-

ure
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because these concepts, customs, conventions and in
stitutions are at bottom habits of thought and ac
tion and, like all other habits, capable of change, 
that social change takes place. Habits of thought, 
as such, are always in process of change and, if the 

drift of the material conditions of life sets in

THE MOSCOW TRIAL
Continued from page 5)

themselves, the visionless tools of that militarism,
betraying every hope, blinding every purpose, sac
rificing every ideal of the lion-hearted, but chlor
oformed proletariat. And they were errant even 
superficially. For those 20 social Revolutionaries new 
were traitors, not only to the Soviet Government, strong enough and endures long enough, sooner or 
but to their own principle. They plotted the down- jater acti0n will follow thought and human activity 
fall of the former with an enemy they pretended to will find itself exercising along certain new stereo

typed channels which we term custom, convention, 
institutions, ways and means of socially organized

despise. They were “giving comfort’’ to powers 
they were leagued together to destroy. And they 
were assisting the foes of a regime, sanctioned (as 
they could not but know—as their outside relation- activity, 
ships proved), not by the illusionary majority of 
capitalist polities, but by the real majority of Soviet tor as standing in causal relation between the ma

terial conditions and the institutional facts of a soc-

To sum up : I have tried to show the human fac-

democracy.
What would happen to us on this American con

tinent in like circumstances? What would Press 
and Pulpit say? What happened to the political 
nondescripts during the late war? How fared it 
with Kirkwood and McLean? What happened to 
Roger Casement, to the Irish Nationals? to Haitian 
patriots? to Edith Cavell? to the Dutch daneeuse 
whom the French trapped in the toils? And what 
did those scourgers of Socialism do, those haters of 
tyranny; the Gompers and Vanderveldes, the 
Rosenfelds and Brantings, the Walkers, McDonalds 
and Snowdens—what did they say to the “White ed^e and the scientific habit of mind; and pride and 
Terror’’ of Mannerheim? to the excesses of Horthy? self-respect against a fear born of ignorance and a 
to the iron handed Fascist!? to the plundering of humility unworthy of the only useful class in society.

ial environment, and that human being are the ac
tive agents through which social change is accom
plished.

J.n these days, it is the accident of history that 
the working class are to be the agent of great social 
changes. Our studies of man, his history, and of the 
economy of his society, will show us upon what lines 
the education of that working class should proceed, 
and to what of its defensive and constructive in
stincts we should appeal. So, against the inertia 
of old tradition and social habit, we may set knowl-

the Far East? to the slayers of Liebnecht and Lux
emburg? to the torturers of Georgia? to the thimble- 
riggers of Johannesburg? to the mandated “pro
tectionists’’ of Africa? What? Why, what one 
would expect them to say: Nothing!

PLATFORM
Socialist Party of 

Canada
The Moscow trial has passed almost without com

ment, almost without notice. Yet it is more moment- 
to us than all the spectacular foamings of capi-ous

tal. It preaches the stern gospel of revolution. It 
shows its realities, stark and clear and conscious. 
Its unwavering solemnity of purpose, its unimagin
ative simplicity, its dispassionate logic, its cold in
cisive reason. It points the moral of unity; the 
value of understanding; the futility of direct action 
without direct comprehension. It demonstrates the 
forces arrayed against us ; it speakes with an author
ity there is no mistaking. It may outline the frui
tion of hope and thrill us with the glory of its ideal. 
But it also determines the volitions of action, and its 
undeviating earnestness of principle. And clear and 
unflickering as a rain-washed sky it declares that 
having put our hand to the plough of revolution 
there is no looking back; no recession from the nec-

W«, the Booie.Uet Petty of Oenede affirm our ellee- 
lanee to, and support of the principles end programme 
of Mie revolutionary working olasa

labor, applied to natural resources, produces all 
wealth. The present economic system Is based upon 
capitalist ownership of the means of production, conse
quently, ell the products of labor belong to the capital- 
let class. The capitalist Is, therefore, master; the 
worker a slava

Bo long ee the capitalist ciras remains in possession 
of the reins of government all the powers of the State 
will be used to protect and "defend its property right» In 
the means of wealth production and Its control of the 
product of labor.

The capitalist system give* to the capitalist a* ever- 
swelling stream of profits, and to the worker, an ever- 
increasing measure of misery and degradation.

The interest of the working olasa lies In setting ltaelf 
free from capitalist exploitation by the abolition of the 
wage system, under which this exploitation, at the point 
of production. Is cloaked. To accomplish this nécessit
âtes the transformation of capitalist property In the 
means of wealth production Into eoolally controlled 
omlc forces.

The Irrepressible conflict of Interest between the cap
italist and the worker necessarily expresses Itself ea a 
struggle for political supremacy. Thle la the Clese 
Struggle.

Therefore we call upon all workers to organise under 
the banner of the Socialist Party of Canada, with the 
object of conquering the political powers for the pur
pose of setting up and enforcing the économie pro
gramme of the working elass, as follows!

1—The transformation, as rapidly as possible, 
of capital let property In the means of 
wealth production (natural reeouroee, faotor- 
tori ee, mille, railroads, arte.) lato collective 
means of production.

1—The organisation and management of Industry
by the working class.

1—The establishment, ae epeedlly as possible, of 
production for uee Instead of production for 
profit

R.essities which confront us.

A TALK WITH NEW STUDENTS

(Continued from page 7)
herent in the capitalist organization of society. The 
following generalization about human life, if true 
to the facts of human nature, as it seems so to the 
writer, can leave no doubt of the utter failure of 
modern civilization to fulfil its terms:—

“That human life is dynamic, that change, move
ment, evolution, are its basic characteristics.

“That self-expression, and therefore freedom of 
choice and movement are pre-requisites to a satis
fying human state.”

But why has civilization failed to realize those 
terms? The question is rather too large an order to 
answer here. However, consideration is called to 
man’s power to acquire habit and to the inertia of 
old social habit in the movement of all things else. 
Such a consideration will go far to furnish the ans
wer. New material conditions of life may appear, 
brought on by a change in the state of the industrial 
arts, which demand a reorganization of institutions 
or social habits, a new adjustment of customs, con
ventions and institutions to conform with the needs 
brought on by the change. But. always there is the 
lag leak and friction of social habit, the inertia of 
traditional habits of thought and stereotyped, con
ventionalized methods of action in which our in
stinctive impulses to action are enchannelled.

But also, it is just here, in respect of man’s habits, 
that the possibility of social change depends. It is
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